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The figures in the margin indicate full marks for the questions.

Attempt all questions.

CPWD MANUAL

1. Consequent upon Monsoon season, there are various emergency and urgent works to be executed.
Explain the pre-requisites for execution of works as laid down by CPWD works Manual. (10)

2. Is Earnest money similar with Security Deposit? Explain the necessity of Earnest money, when to
deposit along with the rates. (10)

OR

What do you know about Measurement Book? Explain. (10)

CCS (CONDUCT) RULES, 1960

3. What are the acts, conduct and commissions which amount to misconduct? (10)

4. To what extend can a Government Servant accept gifts. Explain. (10)

GFR (GENERAL SYSTEM OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT)

5. Mention the “Standards of Financial Propriety” as laid down in Rule 21 of GFR. (10)

6. What are the duties and responsibilities of a Controlling Officer in respect of Budget Allocation? (5)

7. Mention any 5 (five) procedures to be followed for communication of financial sanctions and orders.
(5)

GPF (CENTRAL SERVICE) RULES,1960

8. What are the conditions of eligibility for subscribing GPF? (10)

9. What are the conditions for withdrawal from GPF account? (10)
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MIZORAM (REVISION OF PAY) RULES ,2010

10. A Government servant drawing a pay of Rs. 15600+ 5400 G.P in the PB of Rs. 15600-39100+5400
GP was promoted to a higher grade in the PB -3 of Rs. 15600-39100+ 6600 G.P w.e. f 26.4.2019

(a) Fix the pay as on the date of promotion. (5)

(b) If the Government Servant opted to fix his pay on 1st July’2019, after getting an annual increment,
what will be his pay on 1.7.2019 when his pay was fixed after being granted an annual increment
in the present pay i.e. before promotion. (5)

11. Calculate May’2019 salary of a Government Servant drawing a pay of Rs. 20770+ 5400 G.P. DA@
142% of pay, HRA@10 % of pay and SCA @ Rs. 1500

Deductions: IF/SF @ Rs. 400/-, NPS deductions @10% of Pay + GP + DA, HBA(Principal)@
Rs.3000/- p.m.

What will be the date of next increment? Calculate the pay after being granted an increment.
(5+5= 10)

 * * * * * * *


